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To get *really* prepared for this session…
Save this number in your phone:
0203 322 5822
or





Rosie Jones: University of Manchester
Karen Peters: London Metropolitan University
Emily Shields: Manchester Metropolitan University
Objectives
By the end of this session, you will have:
• engaged in a number of practical activities to take back to your 
workplace;
• seen a range of active learning approaches within e-learning;
• an understanding of facilitation techniques to encourage student 
participation;














After 2 weeks we remember: 
20% of what we hear
30% of what we see
50% of what we hear and see
Active 
learning
70% of what we say
90% of what we say 
and do
Doing the real thing




Feeding back to class
ctive
e-learning
This picture is a link to 
the Xerte tutorial show in 
the presentation
What is a facilitator?
• A facilitator helps individuals or groups 
achieve their goals
• A facilitator is someone who assists the 










Jigsaw Divide group into smaller 
groups
 Each small group work on 
aspects of problem
 Set limits for each group
 Bring back together to 
solve the problem
Each group provides a 
piece of the puzzle
Night
Night
Drinks are on the house
Tonight








Drinks are on the house
Tonight
Just between you and me
I understand
Redirecting questions
• What does everyone else think the answer 
to this is?
•Does anyone have some information on that 
in their notes?
• I’m glad you asked this. Why don’t we all 
look at this problem and see if we can work 
out the solution.




• Wait 5-10 seconds then rephrase or 
simplify
• Resist temptation to fill silence!
• Quality and quantity of answers increases 
















Blog: I am a Film and 
TV / Politics graduate 
with a huge passion for what’s new 
and changing in the media…




tattoo's booze an Boobs 
crack house 










Write down three areas that you think the 





Fun icebreaker for sessions where 
networking is important
Has milked a cow Cycles to work
Has run a marathon Has met a celebrity
Speaks another language
Knows what a muntjac is
Has given an out of the 
ordinary session this year 
Has used a activity that is new 
to them this year
Has given a session to 
academics this year
Has had a difficult situation in 
an InfoSkills session 
Has used post it notes in an 
activity this year
Has used the stand-up 
exercise for Boolean
InfoSkills Bingo
Used in a Summer meeting of teaching staff 
to get people talking about the previous year 
and what they did in IL teaching. 
Choose a card that represents…
your attitude towards being 
interactive in teaching sessions
the current library structure
how you feel dealing with difficult 
situations
Choose a card that represents 
your thoughts about your 
time here at LILAC






Shouting out answers to a quiz Q.
Flipchart activity
















• The online Xerte tutorial used in this session:
https://learning.londonmet.ac.uk/xerte/play.ph
p?template_id=162
• Poll Everywhere: 
http://www.polleverywhere.com
• The ‘text wall’ poll from this session: 
http://www.polleverywhere.com/free_text_poll
s/jPWvWQIcCMaYqsR
